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KENNCO EXPLORATIONS, (CANADA) LIMITED 

SUMMARY OF MINING PROSPECT

BARRY-WANAPITEI OPTION 

Aylmer Twp., Sudbury M. D., Ontario. 

COPPER PROSPECT

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS

The Barry claims are underlain by Huronian rocks -which 
consist of Gowganda sediments cut by a northeasterly-trending diorite 
dike. The sediments and minor diorite have been brecciated in places 
along a northeasterly zone -- possibly by the escape of gases. Some 
of the brecciated sediments have been altered to a pink quartzite breccia 
and intruded into unaltered sediments to form breccia plugs. Vuggy 
white quartz cements much of the pink breccia.

Scattered chalcopyrite mineralization is found on the Barry 
claims. The most intense mineralization occurs in pink bedded and brec 
ciated quartzite8 on Mining Claim S104125. This mineralization is 
related spacially to a minor east-west steeply-dipping fault.

Assays across the exposed mineralization yielded an average 
value of Q.78% copper over a width of 4. 5 feet. Short diamond drill holes 
placed so as to probe the vertical and lateral extent of the mineralization 
did not cut any chalcopyrite. The drill holes showed that the mineralization 
is very limited in extent and that the deposit is of no economic interest to 
Kennco.

PROPERTY and OWNERSHIP

The "Barry Option" covers eighteen claims in Aylmer Town 
ship of the Sudbury Mining Division. Leo Gasparini of Sudbury* Ontario 
is the recorded holder of five of these claims (S104113 to S104117 inclusive) 
and Hax id Barry of Lebel, Ontario is the recorded holder of the remaining 
thirteen claims (S104118 to S10413& inclusive). Harold Barry holds power- 
of-attorney to deal with the eighteen claims as he wishes.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Barry claims lie along the southwest-side-e-1 S&xn. Martin 
Lake in Aylmer Township, Sudbury Mining Division, Ontario. (Latitude 
46*51.7'; Longitude 80*46.4')

Several access roads traverse Aylmer Township and one of 
these cresset, the Barry claims. These are private roads maintained by 
the Poupore Lumber Co. and are only open to outsiders by special per* 
mils. The access roads are reached via Capreol and Skead.

FINANCIAL PROPOSALS

Kennco Explorations, (Canada) Limited in a letter agreement 
dated October 22, 1957, agreed to option from Messrs. Barry and Gas- 
parini the mining clai~ns noted above and agreed to make the following 
option payments:

1) On acceptance of the option payment of |500. 00

2) Further payments of monies to the owners to fall 
due as follows:-

the sum of $4,500. on August l, 1958, 
the sum of J5,000. on February l, 1959, 

aod the sum of $5,000. on August l, 1959,

with the provision that Kennco should have the right to 
terminate this option at any time and should the option 
be so terminated, Kennco would not be obliged to make 
any of the payments of monies set out above which would 
fall due after such termination of the option.

Notice of termination of the option was given prior to the *. 
August l, 1958 payment date.

HISTORY and DEVELOPMENT

The Barry copper deposit is an old showing that has been 
re-staked several times over a period of years. In the summer of 1957 
Mr. Webster recommended it to Kennco Explorations, (Canada) Limited 
and Kennco optioned it.

From late May to early July, 1958, surface trenching and 
packsack drilling were done under Webster's supervision. The claims
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were thoroughly prospected and a geological map was tnade using blazed 
lines, claim lines and aerial photographs for control. In early July, the 
writer visited the property to check the work. He spent nearly two weeks 
in the Wanapitei River area.

The Barry claims were included in a larger area over which 
Kennco did airborne magnetic and electromagnetic work. Because of the 
rugged topography, a helicopter was needed for the airborne surveying.

TOPOGRAPHY and OVERBURDEN

Although the total relief in the vicinity of the Barry claims 
is only 300 feet, the topography is very rugged in detail. Sharp little 
ridges and knobs rise above the general level of the valleys. Most of the 
ridges are parallel to the northwesterly strike of the formations.

Outcrops are plentiful and only a small part of the staked 
ground is covered by swamp or gravel deposits. The cover of soil and 
vegetation is very thin on the ridges.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The rock types on the Barry claims are Huronian in age, 
and consist of sediments of the Gowganda Formation and a basic intru 
sive -- herein called a diorite dike.

In the following report the extent and structure of the indi 
vidual rock types will be dealt with separately for each rock unit.

Gowganda Formation:

Gowganda sediments underlie most of the claims. These 
consist of conglomerate, quartzite, relatively soft silt stone s, and grey 
wacke. The conglomerate is the typical Gowganda type consisting of 
rounded granitic boulders scattered throughout a grey fine-grained 
sediment.

The strata strike northwest and dip about 40* to the northeast. 
Any variations from this general attitude are due to local warps.

Diorite Intrusive:

The diorite intrusive is a branching dike of variable thickness 
or a sill-like body with dikes branching out from it. The main intrusive is 
about 1000 feet wide and follows the southwest shore of Sa{n Martin Lake. 
A branch from this "dike" strikes northeasterly and extends for 2500 feet
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into the Barry claims. Although the dike pinches out in the northeast 
corner of Claim S104119, a few fingers of diorite can be picked up for 
another 1000 feet along strike to the northeast.

Breccia:

The breccia is a jumbled mass of angular fragments of 
banded Gowganda sediments. The pieces of rock occur in all sizes and 
in all orientations. In places, (e.g. the breccia plug north of Mining 
Claim S104124), voids which existed between the fragments have been 
partially or completely filled with vuggy quartz. The rock has been 
changed to a pinkish color and silicified to a hard brittle "quartzite". 
In other places, (e.g. the breccia body in the middle of Mining Claim 
S104120), the fragments are composed of a relatively soft, grey, 
banded rock. Very few voids exist and very little introduced quartz 
is present. 

~^
The quartzite breccia occurs along a northeasterly zone -- 

the same zone that contains a branch from the diorite intrusive. In the 
southwest part of the claim group, the breccia is found along the contacts 
of the diorite dike. Further northeast it occurs in small plugs completely 
surrounded by unbroken Gowganda jediments.

The breccia appears to be intrusive in origin. Contacts of 
the plug north of Mining Claim S1041 24 can be observed. On the top of 
the knob, intensely brecciated pink quartzite cemented by vuggy white 
quartz can be seen 10 feet away from undisturbed grey sediments. In 
the cliff face on the southwest side of the knob, relatively undisturbed 
sediments beside the contact have been silicified and altered to a pink 
color.

Although the breccia is intrusive, it has not moved far and that 
found along the diorite dike is nearly in its original place.

The breccia appears to be later than the dike. Weathered 
surfaces of the dike reveal that it is brect iated in places. Some vuggy 
quartz was found in the fractured diorite at one location. Furthermore, 
quartz veinlets in the fractured and altered Gowganda sediments at the 
dike contact are parallel to the contact. Thus the brecciation and the 
introduction of quartz are later than the intrusion of the dike.

GEOPHYSICS

An evaluation of the airborne geophysical (magnetic and 
electromagnetic) maps will be submitted under separate cover. The
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magnetic survey shows elongated anomalies with reliefs of about 800 
gammas. The longation of these small anomalies is parallel to the 
strike of the Gowganda sediments and the anomalies coincide with ridges 
or areas of sediments. The diorite dike occurs along areas of relatively 
low magnetic susceptibility.

GEOCHEMISTRY

Silt sampling was done along two small streams on the 
claims. The samples were tested for traces of heavy metals (zinc, 
lead, copper) and for copper. No outstanding results were obtained.

MINERAL DEPOSITS

Chalcopyrite mineralization was found in several places on 
the Barry ground. A showing in "quartzite" breccia near the west side 
of Mining Claim S104125 was sampled, mapped, and drilled. Minor 
chalcopyrite also occurs along fractures in Gowganda sediments in the 
middle of Claim S104125 and scattered specks of chalcopyrite were found 
in places i.i the brecciated sediments in the middle of Claim S104124.

Thi- chalcopyrite occurrence near the west side- of Claim 
S104125 is on the south side of a small rock bluff. On the top of the 
bluff are banded pink quartzites that dip to the northeast. Quartzite 
breccia, well cemented by vuggy white quartz, occurs around the south 
side of the bluff.

The chalcopyrite and minor associated calcite and pyrite 
occur both in the brecciated and the bedded quartzites and seem to be 
related spacially to a minor east-west steeply-dipping fault. This fault 
is marked by a rusty zone that occurs on either side of it. The fault 
crosses bedded quartzite for 20 feet and disappears in the breccia on both 
ends. A short irregular section of it can be picked up again in the breccia 
about ten feet further east. This short section is also marked by a small 
rusty zone. Most of the chalcopyrite occurs in or near the rusty zone, 
both in the brecciated and the bedded quartzites. In the central part of 
the exposed fault, a veinlet of pure chalcopyrite up to two inches wide 
occurs along the fault plane.

This showing was trenched and sampled. Assays on samples 
taken by Tom Webster gave an average value of Q.78% copper over the 
exposed width of five feet. This width, which was measured perpendicular 
to the width of the beds, would be equivalent to a width of 4. 5 feet measured 
perpendicular to the mineralized fault.
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Two packsack diamond drill holes were placed so as to test 

the vertical extent of the copper mineralization, (see sketch)

Diamond drill hole No. l was drilled at a 45* angle for 92 

feet. The first 14 feet of the hole was in breccia und the remainder of 

the hole was in bedded quartzite. A few scattered blebs of pyrite were 
encountered, but no chalcopyrite was observed.

Diamond drill hole No. 2 was drilled at a 60* angle for 

38.4 feet. The first 36 feet of the hole was in breccia and the remainder 

of the hole was in banded quartzite. No sulphides were encountered.

J. R. Woodcock. 

JRW /mm 
August 15, 1958.
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Two packsack diamond drill holes were placed so as to test 
the vertical extent of the copper mineralization, (see sketch)

Diamond drill hole No. l was drilled at a 45* angle for 92 
feet. The first 14 feet of the hole was in breccia and the remainder of 
the hole was in bedded quartzite. A few scattered blebs of pyrite were 
encountered, but no chalcopyrite was observed.

Diamond drill hole No. Z was drilled at a 60* angle for 
38.4 feet. The first 36 feet of the hole was in breccia and the remainder 
of the hole was in banded quartzite. No sulphides were encountered.

J. R. Woodcock.JRW/mm '"' 

August 15, 1958.
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UHUCO tmOUTIOHS. (CAXADA) LIKHEP

GEOPHYSICAL KKfOBI

CASf AUK! AND JAIKY GIOPM

Aylaar Towaahlp Sudbury Mining Divition 
Provinea of Ontario

The airborne magnetic, electromagnetic and scintillation 
counter data obtained over thia property hava served to confirm the 
geological observation and the regional trends.

Small changes in the conductivity of the rocka have been 
indicated and in some cases, thea* changes may be due to the presence 
of small amounts of sulphiUe mineralisation much below economic limits 
in grade. In other casea, the conductors are likely due to Mildly 
conductive overburden.

The anomalies recorded ara all much broader and smaller 
that, those commonly caused by near surface sulphide bodies of econ 
omical grade and dimensions and it ia concluded that there ia little 
likelihood that an ore-body ia praaant within the claim group at least 
within the penetration range of thia equipment.

.t . TN Furthermore, it ia unlikely that any of tha magnetic anomalieo 
are dua to sulphide mineralisation.

Mo further work la recommended aa these properties, at iaaat 
on tha basia of the airborne data*
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2. urraopucTioa

The airborne geophysical data considered in this report 
are those obtained over the properties staked by L* Gasparini and 
H* Barry which were at that time under option to Kennco Explorations, 
(Canada) Limited* These properties consist of the Gasparini group 
of five claims, 8-104113 to 8-104117 inclusive, and the Barry group 
of thirteen claims, 8-104110 to 8-104130 inclusive, located in the 
northwest quarter of the township of Aylmer in the Sudbury Mining 
Division of the District of Sudbury, Ontario.

These properties are located to the eoutbeast of Sam 
Martin Lake and some five miles north of Lake Vanapitei at approx 
imately 46* 31' north latitude and 80* 47' west longitude*

Access to the properties may be had by road from Sudbury 
via Capreol, a distance of about thirty miles in a straight line. 
Private roads maintained by the Poupore Lumber Co. traverse the Barry 
group and are open to outsiders by special permit*

The purpose of the survey was to locate any near surface 
bodies of sulphide mineralisation of economic dimensions and to Indicate 
whether any worthwhile extensions of the known mineralisation existed. 
No previous geophysical work that is available to this company has 
been performed in this region.

3. SU&VIY DATA

The geophysical work consisted of a combined aeromagnetic, 
eeroelectromagnetic and aeroscintillatlon counter survey performed by 
Canadian Aero Service Limited, Ottawa, Ontario on April 2nd and 3rd, 
1958. All detection and recording equipment was installed in an S-55 
Sikorsky helicopter.

That portion of the survey directly applicable to these 
properties consists of 3.4 line miles of combined data out of a total 
of 168 line miles of a larger survey extending to the northwest and 
southeast of these properties and comprising an area of about 33 square 
miles. Of the 3.4 line miles, 1.0 line miles are applicable to the 
Gasparini group and 2.4 line miles to Barry group.

The magnetic data were detected by a Gulf Mark lil total 
intensity magnetometer and recorded by a Leeds and Norhrup rectilinear 
recorder set at a constant of 600 gammas equal to full scale. The 
rate of response of the Mark lil is 100,000 gammas per second. The 
overall accuracy of the survey appears to be better than five

The electromagnetic data were recorded on a curvilinear tape 
and consist of in-phase and out-of-phase measurements of the secondary 
fields induced in sub-surface conductors by a primary field at a 
frequency of 390 cycles per second. The equipment consists of vertical



coaxial transmitting and receiving coils rigidly mounted about 60 
f**t apart on boosts for* and aft on th* h*lloopt*r.

Th* secondary fi*ld r*spcns* i* m*asur*d in part* p*r Billion 
of th* primary field. Pull seal* respons* is 800 parts par million 
and th* accuracy or "noise level" s**m* to b* of th* order of 20 
parts per million.

Th* sp*cifie*tions of th* scintillation counter have not 
been mad* available sine* th* object of the survey was the detection 
of non-radioactive material*

The data obtained from this survey ar* presented on plans 

on a scale of on* inch to six hundred and sixty f**t. Th* claim 
locations ar* shown as accurately as possible but in view of the 

natr-re of the staking must b* considered as approximate.

4. GEOLOGIC DATA

The only published report on this area is that by T.T. 
Quirk* oo th* VanapUei A* aa contained in th* Geological Survey of 
Canada Sumary Report, 1921, fart D.

Quirk* identifies the rocks underlying these properties 
as being of Huronian Age and belonging to th* Gowganda formation 
of th* Cobalt Series. The rocks reportedly all dip to the north 
east and comprise a portion of an overturned anticline whose axis 
strikes northwesterly. This formation consists of conglomerate, 
quartzite and greywack*. Ground investigations during the period 
of the option have confirmed Quirke 1 s observations and in addition 
have shown that "diorite" sills and dikes are present, as well as 
"quartette breccia" bodies which are thought to be intrusive in 
origin.

Minor amounts of chalcopyrite mineralization ar* known 
to b* associated with this "quartrite breccia*1 near on* of the"diorite" 

dlk*s on claim S-104123.

5* GEOPHYSICAL

(a) Aeromagnetic Datai

Th* main features of th*s* data ar* two linear magnetic 
anomalies. Th* first of these treads northeasterly across claims 
8-104118, 8-104119 and 8-104120 than curves to a northwesterly trend 
across claims S-104123 and 8-104124, These anomalies have maximum 
anomalous values of about 300 and 600 gamma respectively.

The character of thes* anomalies In profll* indicat** that 
the causative bodies respectively dip steeply to th* southeast and east 

northeast and ar* of th* order 900 feet end 500 feet in width. The 
magnetic properties of these bodies do not differ greatly.
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Without some positive geological data, It would be diff 
icult to discriminate between theae two aaomaliea. However, elnce the 
regional trend of the Gowganda fonsetion la north northwest to 
northwest, it is apparent that one anomaly tranag*r***e* thi* trend 
while the other Is conformable. In addition outcrop* of diorite in 
association with the "quartsite beccia" have been observed In 
association with the transgressive anomaly*

Tbe more weeterly of the** anomalies ha* for the above reasons 
been interpreted as a narrow diorite dike about 300 feet in width 
dipping steeply to the southeast* It seem* likely that this dike l* an 
apophysis of the larger diorite mass to the sooth of 8em Martin Lake 
and possibly becomes  aill-llke in character on claim 8-104116. It 
would seem reasonable that the "quartsite breccia" may be In part at 
Wat a result of the intrusion of thi* dike* A* "breccia" outcrop* 
occur interspersed with diorite on claima 8-104119, 8-104120 and 8-104123 
it seems likely that while the dike i* more or le** continuous at 
depth, its surface expression is interrupted*

, The eaaterly anomaly ha* been interpreted aa being due to 
a steeply dipping magnetic horison,.vsome 500 feet in width, in the 
Gowganda formation on the baaia of its conformity with the regional 
trend of the formations and the fact that all observed outcrop* co 
incident with the anomaly are quartsite. There i* no sound geophys 
ical basis for differentiating this anomaly from the westerly one 
which has been interpreted as due to the diorite dike.

There is no magnetic anomaly indicated that appears likely to 
be du* to a near-surface pyrrhotite body.

The small magnetic "lows" are in most cases polarisation 
effects associated with the adjacent "highs",

(b) Aeroelectromagnetlc Datat

Test flights and experience with this equipment have indicated 
that near-surface bodies of sulphides of reasonable dimensions produce 
sharp negative in-phase responses of several hundred parts per million 
which possess in-phase to out-of-phase response retioa of from two to 
three to one. A positive In-phase response is produced by a non- 
conductive magnetic body of moderate permeability contrast.

In this survey, no sharp significant negative in-phase 
responses were recorded.' The largest responses were broad and of the 
order of minus eighty parts per million. The out-pf-pha** record 
showed only an occasional broad negative anomaly up to forty parts 
per million. For this type of anomaly the in-phase to out-of-phase 
ratios are not significant.

The most persistent feature of theae data were the positive 
lo-phaseresponses up to one hundred and sixty part* per million which 
almost invariably coincided with the magnetic anomaliea discussed under 
the prr/ious heading. Little or no out-of-phaae response wae obtained 
over the** magnetic anomalies.

We may conclude from the result* of the electromagnetic 
purvey that there l* little likelihood of a large near-surface body



of haayy-aalphida Mineralization balng praaant within tha boundaries 
of tha clala group. Tha electromagnetic data hava for tha sjoat part 
sarved to ladltata avail variation* In roe1 conductivity or araaa of 
 Uldly conduct l va ovarburdan and to *ap tha largar peneeablllty 
differences in tha rocka of tha raglon.

(c) Aeroscintillation Couatar Datai

Thata vara no anomaliea of any significance racordad by thla 
equipment within tha claim groups. Any variation* in tha record ware 
considerably less than twice the background variation.

6. COflCLUSlOHS AM) lECOttOOIPATMIIS

Tha airborna data racordad over thaaa properties haa served 
to indicate small varlationa in tha conductivity of tha rocka or mildly 
conductiva overburden and haa mapped the variations in tha magnetic 
properties of tha rocka.

Tha magnetic anomaliaa hava baan interpreted aa balng due
to a ataeply dipping transgressive dlorlta dika in one casa and to a
magnetic horicon in the Gowganda formation in tha second case.

Small amounts of sulphide mineralisation hava baan found 
in Association with aoaa conductors, but tha percentage* of sulphides 
ara low and the amounts of economic metals much too low to warrant 
further investigations. There le little possibility that reasonable 
large bodies of higher grade material ara praaant.

On tha bnais of the airborne data, no further work on 
this group is wait anted.

Toronto, Ontario. H. W. fiaadng, M,A 
Saptaabar 12th, 1958. Chlaf Geophysicist. 
Rafaranoaat Caophyaical Maps U-16.301

0-16.501
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A8S18MCIIT DATA

Type of Surveyi Airborne (helicopter) magnetic, electromagnetic, 
scintillation counter.

Contracting Company} Canadian Aero Service Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario.

Total Area of Surveys 33 square Miles

Total Line Mileagei 168 line Miles

Mileage Applicable tot (a) Casparini Claims 1.0 line Miles
(b) Barry Claims 2.4 line Miles

Assessment Credits i (a) Oasparinl Claims 32 days
(b) Barry Claims 77 day*

Mean Terrain Clearance! 150 feet 

Traverse Intervali 1000 feet
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CONTOUR INTERVAL 

DATUM

150 FEET
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ARBITRARY

AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
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AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC. SJRVEY

MEAN TEHRAIN CLEARANCE 150 FEET 

TRAVERSE INTERVAL 1000 FEET

CONTOUR INTERVAL IN-PHASE *20 P.P.M. 

OUT-OF-PHASE RESPONSE IN PPM.
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